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La Conservera is proud to announce a new exhibition by French artist Loris Gréaud. Gréaud, one 
of the most innovative and distinctive artists to emerge on the international art scene in recent 
years, will for his latest presentation of the Cellar Door project at la Conservera of Murcia opening 
the 16 May - 16 August 2009,  present a part of the initial statement of the narrator «Best after 
the end »  is the way Studio labels many of the products it releases, and never is a warranty given 
until the expiration date has been reached (...)

This presentation is a continuation of a large-scale ongoing project by Gréaud, Cellar Door, which 
also forms the basis of his major solo show at the Palais de Tokyo, Paris (14 Feb – 4 May 2008), 
Cellar Door (Once is Always Twice) at the ICA in London (25 April - 22 June 2008) and «Cellar 
Door – Never Shies Away from Adopting Bootleg Versions of itself into its Family» in Kunst Halle 
St. Gallen, Switzerland (21 Nov.- 25 Jan. 2009) 
Cellar Door is a modern fairy tale comprising an architectural project, an opera, and a show of 
various works and experiments.  The exhibition is an on-going global project crystallized around a 
single obsession, the production and manufacturing of a studio that Gréaud is building for himself 
on the outskirts of Paris – it's all at the heart of the Cellar Door project, - the notion of an artist’s 
studio as a symbol of imagination and potential.

Gréaud’s work is orientated to ideas and processes rather than finite form, and his projects are 
liable to manifest themselves in different ways over time, and to move between rumour and fact. 
many aspects of the Cellar Door project construct an extraordinary childlike universe where 
nothing is quite as it seems, and yet everything makes sense according to its own rules.

Each piece of the project Cellar Door  « Best After the End »  seems to be a fresh fabrication out 
of a “Dream Factory”. A concept vehicle (gamblingwiththeoutdated, 2009) is rotating in the middle 
of a threatening glade (Gunpowder forest, 2008) as a white noise tears the room apart: the record 
is a mental guitar solo performed by Lee Ranaldo (Sonic Youth) in an anechoic chamber. The 
whole scene is suspended and tense. The visitor is being confronted with five concrete pedestals 
engraved with a contract implicating him in a survival experience. Highly toxic gloriosa lilies grow in 
mercury phials while a forest is about to burn out to gain a second life. At last, an implacable 
machine reveals what is beyond a lifetime, what is truly “Best After the End… “

Gamblingwiththeoutdated, 2009 is a prototype for a four-wheel drive vehicle with a furtive 



capacity. It is equipped with a powerful television transmitter and a nuclear clock to be activated in 
2076. The transmission content cannot be delivered. Personalities from different fields of 
knowledge are invited to record a “death tape” testifying their incapacity to deliver a proper 
message in this life. The television program is loading for the whole exhibition time while the 
vehicle appears to be time capsule capable of redefining the actual world. The prototype was 
specially designed to fit any condition of climate, field and other detection broadcast system in 
2076.

Gamblingwiththeoutdated (contract), 2009 is a reproduction of the contract through which the 
public was, is or will be implicated in the process. Binding together the work, the commentary, and 
the life as well as the death of the visitor, the contract takes shape with five concrete steles. The 
whole is abhorrent and attractive at the same time, representing an oxymoron just like the black 
lilies growing in poison.

Gunpowder forest, 2008 is a forest of sculpted trees taking the appearance of burnt wood. The 
leafless trunks and branches that compose the piece are covered with gunpowder. The artist 
suggests a myth, the image of what could happen by uniting past and future in a present single 
space.

Think Loud, 2009, is composed with a photograph and a record resulting from an experience led 
in an anechoic chamber at the IRCAM (Paris). The aim of the piece is to capture the sound of Lee 
Ranaldo’s thoughts about an electric guitar solo. The blank sound resulting from this experience 
could be seen as the original soundtrack of the exhibition, the music that anyone can project 
anything on to.


